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FIRST GIFT OF PLANE 
TO UM; ACADEMIC USES SEEN
By Chet Dreher 
UM Information Services
MISSOULA--
"Give to the college of your choice," proclaim public service ads in newspapers, 
magazines and on radio, TV and billboards. Because of giving campaigns, universities and 
colleges are geared to appreciatively receive and utilize gifts of money, stocks, bonds 
and property, but officials of the University of Montana were happily surprised when a 
UM alumnus arranged for his former school to accept an airplane.
John Beumee, vice president of King Resources Co., a Denver based firm, arranged 
for his company to give the plane--a restored Navy PV-1 World War II bomber--to the 
University of Montana.
Beumee, a 1950 UM graduate and native of Lewistown, Mont., stated that the company w 
disposing of surplus items and he suggested the transfer of the converted executive air­
craft to the UM. Senior Vice President Bennett King agreed and the gift was consummated
the
when UM Administrative Vice President George Mitchell flew to Denver to accept/title ancf 
ride back to Johnson-Bell Field, Missoula, in the plane.
UM President Robert T. Pantzer said he and other UM administrators had accepted gift 
to the University of houses and real estate "but this is the first time for an airplane."
Mitchell, himself a pilot, is extremely excited about the gift. "There are many 
ways we can use an aircraft," said Mitchell. "Our School of Forestry teaches photogram- 
metry, much of which involves aerial photography."
Mitchell explained that foresters now do much of their work from aerial photographs. 
He said that species of trees can be identified and areas of disease can be spotted from 
the photography.
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"At present, they must use a very light plane and a light camera that wasn't designed 
for this type of work," he added.
"For very precise work in aerial photography," said Mitchell, "a large and very heavy 
camera is needed and when you get into that weight, it follows that you must have a larger 
platform from which to operate. IVe also have a problem reaching proper altitude in a 
light and unpressurized plane."
Mitchell also speculated that the plane could possibly be of use to the school's 
geology department. He said that geologists are becoming great users of instrumented 
aircraft for studies of the earth and the minerals beneath its crust.
"In fact," he said, "our geology people have just completed an aerial survey of the
Flathead valley using a very light plane that was barely able to carry the people, cameras,
computers and electro-magnetic equipment that they use.
"Of course the gift was such a surprise," said Mitchell, "that we haven't really 
had time to decide just how to utilize it. Our basketball team could possibly travel in 
it. This might cut some of their heavy transportation costs. Or it might be useful to 
transport students and faculty on field trips to areas remote from the campus.
"Our biggest hang-up right now," Mitchell continued, "is that we have no operating 
money budgeted for the plane, and because our State Legislature meets every two years, it 
may be some time before we can afford to fly the plane.
"Our UM Foundation is a possible source of financing, but I know they don't*have
this kind of money available." He said that most of the Foundation funds were earmarked 
for scholarships and special projects.
Mitchell said if the plane were to be used for transporting students and faculty,
"we would probably remove some of the plush fittings and replace them with additional 
seats."
At present the craft is equipped to seat 12 passengers but Mitchell said he feels it 
could comfortably handle up to 18.
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